
Class 2 - What’s in my child’s Summer Pack? 

Letter from the teacher children are encouraged to write back, preferably on paper, but email to the school 
works well 

Postcards with local 
images 

these should be coloured in and a message written on them – it could be to a 
grandparent or relative, a school friend or their teacher – don’t worry if they don’t 
know their school friend’s address, write their name on and return it to school and 
we will put their address on & post it for you, similarly we will just add a stamp if 
you need us to. A special post box has been set up at Our Lady Queen of Martyrs to 
receive these and St Joseph’s school is open almost every day. 

Activity Grid based around the subject areas your child would be studying in school, ask your 
child to colour each box as they complete it 

Lockdown Time Capsule if you have more than one child this may be best completed a couple of weeks 
apart. Put it away for when your child leaves home – they’ve their own piece of 
history and won’t believe how small they once were! 

Telling the Time Problem 
Solving Work Book 

Complete a section two or three times a week. Your child will need help with this. 
Often they just need you to read the question out loud and be there while they talk 
through how to solve the problem. Can you make a paper plate clock together? It 
will really help! Remember to point out the time on a clock to them throughout the 
day. Discuss the position of the small hand, why does it not stay on a number for 
very long? 

RE Packet of activities and 
Bible Stories and a May 
activity for Mary 
 

Choose one mini topic and spend a little time each day talking about the Bible story 
& complete an activity twice a week. Encourage children to say their own prayers, 
perhaps they could host a liturgy for the whole family? 

Science workbook  
 

This covers all the KS1 Science elements. Read and complete a section together two 
or three times a week. Is there something you’d like to find out more about? Do you 
have any other questions? What shall we investigate now that we know more 
about…? 

Comprehension workbook Complete a comprehension two or three times a week. Your child will need you to 
work through this with them. Often they just need you to read the question out 
loud and be there while they talk through how to find the answer. Try not to help 
them too much or give them the answer! 

Craft activities Use the pond stencils to draw the images, now make a large picture using the 
stencils – complete the background with paint, make it 3D and tactile by including 
natural materials too. 
Colour and / or decorate Humpty Dumpty – recite the nursery rhyme & make the 
puppet. Can you find out who or what Humpty Dumpty really was? Are there 
meanings behind any other of your favourite nursery rhymes? How many different 
nursery rhymes can you sing? 

History - VE Day Colouring 
Sheet 

Talk with your child about the importance of VE Day while they colour the picture. 
Perhaps you could do some research together – it’s important you do this with them 
as a computer search may result in distressing images. Talk generally with your child 
about the consequences of war (loss, weapons, survival, evacuees, refugees, food 
shortages, after party). Is there an aspect they’d like to know more about? Could 
they paint or draw a particular aspect? Or write a poem about it? How about 
making medals and wearing them on 8th May? Can you find the places you’ve talked 
about on the map? How far away are they? 

Lots of other things! Details of Authorfy for you to look at with your child and enjoy the 10 minute 
activity set by an author 
non-screen activity suggestions 
some colouring sheets / word searches – including VE Day  

 

 


